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To network (verb): to interact with others to exchange information and 
develop professional or social contacts. 

 
 
 

Networking (noun): the action or process of interacting with others to 
exchange information and develop professional or social contacts; to experience 

a sudden taste of metal in one’s mouth. 
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Academics Against Networking 
issue 2 

 
 
 
Academics Against Networking was conceived as a creative and critical 
response to the ongoing institutionalisation of Networking Culture 
within academia; as a site of resistance to the banal perversion of 
language & knowledge that it enforces, and its boring extrovert tactics.  

We support all those striking for better, fairer working conditions within 
the university. See you on the picket line (:  
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squashed 
 

I said  you said  
that before  
I wrote it down 
 
you can’t be soft in this world 
you just get squashed 
 
I wrote it down somewhere 
can’t remember 
if I typed it  
into something 
or if I just wrote it 
 
what was it 
 
you can’t be soft 
in this world 
you just get squashed 
 
I am  
squashed 
 
I’m  
squashed too 
 
what you actually said 
was  this is 
not a world  
for soft people 
 
you just get squashed 
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BUG 

HUM 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

wasp 
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Despatch from the Front 
Fascist Poetry 

 

Our Transforming Lives strategy will help us realise our vision to become the 

world’s leading applied university through research that provides innovative and 

practical solutions to real world challenges. 

  

Emotional intelligence isn’t a ‘nice to have’ it’s an essential quality for leaders at all 

levels. Investing in Emotional Intelligence training will ensure that your staff are 

better able to manage change, motivate themselves and others, and avoid burnout. 

  

We have expanded the timescale for completing your Module Review in order to 

allow you to be able to access the appropriate data and reflect meaningfully when 

putting your review together. You will now be expected to arrange to meet with 

your course leader to discuss your draft review. This is an opportunity for you to 

get some valuable feedback from your Course Leader and ensure you are focusing 

on the right things at the right level of resolution. 

 

This is an appreciative inquiry session looking at a fictitious data set, focusing on 

MEQ data (and/or any other data used in the Module Review Form). You will work 

in groups to discuss data scenarios for module review (to include discussions of 

alternative data types and triangulation of sources and approaches) and develop 

effective objectives and action plans. 

 

The University must be ambitious for its students, its people and its partners if it is 

to deliver the student outcomes and distinctiveness expected of the world’s leading 

applied University. 

 

This is an extract from a series of Facebook posts on receipt of an institutional directive, 

which will become a book of insufferable dullness and mediocrity in 2021.  
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Joys' shadow, dangled & denied 

 

This year, I’ve presented papers at two academic conference, one of which was 

organised by the editors of this very zine. In each case I prepared and submitted a 

proposal thinking, “I guess I stand a decent chance, because these people are my 

friends”, and when it came to present, racked as I was, my nerves were eased by the 

knowledge that I would be among friends, that I would receive a comradely ear 

from people who I had discussed these ideas with before, casually, sometimes 

drunk. I read my papers, more discussion was had, mostly I felt comfortable and 

good. This is good, to create and live within a supportive community in which to 

talk earnest and long about poetry – we’re doing collective work, collaborative, 

getting together to think through new social horizons – yes, wonderful. 

 

Except, in all this lurks the function of the network. This is, after all, also career 

progression. And it was easier for me because of the specific ways in which I have 

become connected. In that turn, in the flip between the activity of intellectual 

bonding conceived in abstract form, or experienced in the blinkered bliss of the 

bourgeois academic (or as a temporarily-funded shadow of that hope’s potentiality), 

and its actual structural function within the professionalised contemporary 

academy, everything becomes the ways I have networked and been networked. 

 

The difference between friendship and the job node, between the vital lifegiving 

community and the sterile network, can be poorly delineated as a matter of attitude. 

As in – and this is one of those things that goes without saying, emphatically and 

repeatedly – if you perceive the person stood before you primarily as a connection, a 

track upon which you might merrily roll along, as someone who you might connect 

through, and not with, then like, fuck you. But this is wildly insufficient, because the 

network recruits us anyway, as a matter of structure. So when you help your friend, 

out of the necessary and beautiful bonds of love, in some small way to ease 
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themselves through the desperate bullshit of the contemporary university, towards 

that mythical thing, a career – or worse, when you share with them in some 

nourishing activity which might also go on someone’s cv – you are recruited as a 

networker, and the help they receive from generosity becomes also the shadow of 

the unhelped and excluded. 

 

It seeps into everything then, and this is one of the things which seems most 

miserable to me. The other one of these conferences made utopian demands for the 

sharing of the commons, for our intellectual labour to be joyously open and shared, 

and to contribute to the greater possibility of a world in common, of the continuation 

of a world at all. But when we make that demand to one another in a lecture hall, 

when it really feels like it means something for a moment, we are mostly, really, 

networking. When our friendships, our shared thinking, our commons, are formed 

even on the edges of our pseudo-professional lives, in this space built around 

competition and precarity, we (I) can never escape the anxious insistence that this is 

only its own squalid cipher. Which is to say, we build the connections which allow 

us to do this activity not in open and generous form, but only to gain comfortable 

access over someone else, who doesn’t. And that fucking sucks. 

 

That’s mostly what I want to say. This partly re-hashes some of what struck me of 

that Moten & Harney essay on the university – “professionalisation is the 

privatisation of the social individual through negligence”, as they say. Read that! Or 

else, it’s recuperation – the way any radical communitarian drive is brought bn into 

the fold of liberal individualism. In that sense the network is a way of describing the 

most anti-social socius possible, and the networked subject is precisely and only a 

self-serving individual. And, as I have said, when that creeps into what feels most 

like its opposite, that fucking sucks. Like, it gets into those things we do with love, 

the reading group, the performance-event, the drunken conspiracy, and it sucks out 

that love, and replaces it with the knowledge that these things help you, specifically, 

to succeed within a paradigm which you utterly reject. Or something.  

That’s it. This screed is not solution oriented, only against. But, I think of Anne 

Boyer’s astounding essay on No: 
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A refusalist poet’s “against” is an agile and capacious “for,” expanding the 

negative to a genius and the opposite of to unforeseen collapses and inclusions. 

Christ, we might hope! Read that too. The question, then, is how to orient 

your friendships, in the ever-expanding realm where the academy is also our 

lives, so that they are also moments of refusal of their instrumental form. 

How indeed. 
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DON’T QUOTE YOUR DAY JOB 

 
 
How to win university. 

You fold a locked lookahead into your pedagogy tagged hope_killwall 

that a diamond wouldn’t drill open but another gemstone bit will. 

You take every tome from the library, 

including the intangible stock, and arrange them on your desk. 

You top the Framework Excellence Excellence Framework. 

Your research reaches all non-experts and no experts. It limns the inner layperson. 

You write the first poem ever written. 

It’s a lot. 

The tallest and saddest of all students enters your office – your office, your office 

whose heroic windows of chequered frosted glass give onto long hill lawns like 
palaces’s – 

and right there at your feet without trigger warning they kill yourself, not themself.  

You conflate the grail round whose rim garden snails rotate & over whose lip grows 
moss  

with Chip the Teacup from Beauty & The Beast at the last seminar, and they all sip. 

Whatever you see or measure is so, like the frogs cultivated at David Attenborough’s 
lips. 

You have every place to stay. You have every reason to. 

They hold your research in their hearts that have their reasons 

whereof it’s not really reason’s place to say? 

The small groups work themselves out naturally. 

The barricade furniture walks itself, teetering, into quite a good layout actually. 
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Unsociable Media 

 

I. 

The first thing I did was turn comments off on my wordpress blog, which seemed 

like a rather un-collegial move. Isn’t debate the lifeblood of academic inquiry!? But I 

had gotten too many comments that didn’t excite me, or encourage me, or make me 

think. For the most part they made me feel bored and tired. The obligation to 

respond, projecting an air of open-minded graciousness no matter how much 

resentment you’re feeling towards this particular smartass who decided to waste 

your time was more anxiety inducing than a looming draft deadline. Some guy had 

written several paragraphs at me, a soliloquy almost as long as the original blog 

post, about his own perspective on the topic, only replying tangentially to what I 

had written to imply my perspective was somehow uninformed for not thinking 

about it in exactly the way he did, without addressing the meat of the argument I 

built from that angle. “Go start your own fucking blog then,” I couldn’t help but 

think. If an academic blog is primarily for showcasing your research and writing, is 

making half the volume of a page into The Rando Show really serving that end? I 

turned comments off and never regretted it. 

Other women academics have probably experienced this sort of behaviour either in 

person, or, more likely, from an unsolicited and lengthy email/comment/twitter 

thread. Maybe #notallmen, but certainly enough of them view a woman academic 

more as entertainment than a peer. You’re there to quiz, to be asked pointed 

questions about the awful sexism in your area of expertise, but also just as a 

dumping ground for semi-related monologues about their own take on their 

imagined version of your research topic, talking past your actual work and serving 
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more as a way to air out their own neuroses than communicate. And then they stop, 

look at you, and wait for your grateful, flattered response. 

At least online you can let them know how you really feel with a wall of indifferent 

silence, and I highly recommend it. 

 

II. 

I deleted my LinkedIn. This one felt sooo good. I was, again, tired. So tired of feeling 

like I had to constantly self-exploit into monetizeable data to be sized up and 

surveyed, but more than that they just sent so many fucking emails. Quick quiz, 

what’s the most depressing email notification? A) You’re a perfect fit for this call 

centre job in your hometown! B) A middle-aged guy who works at Raytheon looked 

at you! C) Don’t have a job yet? PAY UP BITCH and get these helpful 

features!                                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                                             

III.  

I refused to appear on a panel about “women in my field.” I’ll admit, I responded 

kind of abruptly to this one, but I wouldn’t have felt so annoyed if the person who 

sent the email seemed to know anything about my research beyond I may have 

experienced misogyny while doing it, and can you elaborate on stage? Or if they had 

been transparent about the money involved. When I said I felt this was too irrelevant 

to my research to do for free, I got a snippy response that Well Actually, they had 

£70 or something. 

 

IV.  

I stopped using Facebook and Academia…. For the most part. My Academia page 

hosts a joint-authored pdf file that is the main piece of evidence for one of my 

research outputs, and aside from a few other half-hearted article links mainly serves 

to point to my actual homepage. I don’t post or respond to anything on Facebook, 
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but all too often it is the only way landlords and/or senior professors will 

communicate effectively, plus downloading the last 10 years of photos seems like an 

insurmountable task. Twitter remains even more inescapable as a job board and 

communication hub. The claws sunk in that I haven’t extracted yet. 

 

 

V.  

I got diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder at age 26. When I felt myself 

receding into the background of any social event and unsure of how to break back 

in, and anxiety constantly clawing at my chest, making me half expect every bridge 

or archway I walked under to collapse on me and sometimes half hoping they 

would, I figured it was time for another round with the university mental health 

pipeline, where my so-called “irrational” thoughts would be ball-busted through 6-

12 sessions of Cognitive Behavioural Torture until I could be checked off and 

shuffled back into productivity. But instead, I got a counsellor who listened to my 

history of being excluded, of feeling like sociality was a performance that I was 

always slightly off the beat of, and that when my anxiety flared up certain totally 

normal sounds, environments, sensations became unbearable, and she referred me 

to an educational psychologist. 

 

VI. 

Now here’s the good part. I thought back to my 13-year-old self’s Neopets know-

how and hand-coded an (almost) totally anti-social basic HTML page to host my 

research and writing. I was worried, abstractly, about “the metrics,” that not as 

many people would read my writing, and some people do complain (in surprisingly 

plain view) that they think the site is ugly. But I feel like, off of any official “social 

network” I’m increasingly getting the type of attention I want: interested, regular 

readers whose work I also find interesting.  Its only two social features are that it has 

a guestbook, and is on a webring with other deliberately straightforward HTML 

homepages. 
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Recently someone reminded me of a spiky remark I had made in response to them 

saying they liked(!) a critical piece I wrote about their work. When they brought it 

up I was mortified! I felt so immature! But then they said they appreciated it, and 

respected it; it made them think about the purpose of critical writing in a new way. 

So god, why not be aloof, obscure, slightly unpleasant? If academics can’t be allowed 

that anymore then who can? 

 

 

 

96 solidarities : for dh 

 

we scald our hands, or we dissent 
systemic and abjective in our vergence 
spitting incense to the liberalish wet 

 
keeping the streams alive, the dogs fed 
heaven knows our carbon dates must be 
belying any ending, key an suv and kip 

 
with imprecision 

 
turning back on 

 
everything that you  
or i have ever written 
has been written  
into transit  

 
tory states and 20/20 prisms 

 
actual whips  

 
heaving all those boulders  
off the sf sidewalk was the only  
praxis you or i have  
ever known  
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or likely ever will 
 

if you see a tent 
on middle meadow walk  
leave it the fuck alone 

 

 

 

 

 

 

lyric  : after jackie wang  
 

you were infringing, we were three  
sheets to the wind and undeserving 
citizenry. after the meetings over 

cast days with our laundry in the  
laundromat, we held our hope in zip 
lock bags and couldn’t strike the tender 

hammers off. no, not if optimism turns out cruel 
in flats. we were inured, in turning. lost 
ourselves just scanning at the rastro. sought 

another tenor for it, in collectives. knew  
you would. we knew each other. didn’t  
love always too well but found enough 

in it to stay. you know that i would camp here 
with you. all night, any day. we know 
this well: an action is always a language and 

redress. the poem, likewise, always is an action. yes 
and this police dog is, after the demo, still a dog. 
the policeman, still police. we write each other up. 
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First and Foremost, it is paramount that I extend 
my utmost appreciation to my mentor and 
supervisor Alan Matthews who can talk for four 

and a half hours straight about the history of 
fascism in Italy. I am enriched! I have gained a 

deeper understanding a felt understanding an 
understanding reminiscent of Gautama’s great 
realisation that we are but vibrations in a cosmic 

waltz of stars and trees and sand. For the first 
time I feel in contact with my true nature, with 

God and beast alike. I can now say I am a Man of 
Depth. Thanks to your insights into Husserl I feel the moons of wisdom shining in my 
heart and the winds of truth storming in my soul and I understand primordial pathos 

and entropy. I can tell people that the trickofitall lies in acceptance of the tragedy of 
our drives and the impossibility of our desires. I can tell them the nature and shape of 

death. I can tell them how Jonas Mekas creates amalgamations of memory and time 
and how English cinema is haunted by its dark foundation which is Empire I can 
speak for hours on end. 

My heartfelt appreciation goes to Claire Bothma whose writing is better than 
mine (everyone knows). You are so articulate, so astute; you have read all the books. 
Your insights into the work of Agnés Varda have opened my eyes to the grand 

metaphysical forces of cinema, and torn asunder my limited conception of its 
emancipatory powers. You made me feel lonely when you said those things about 

certain types of bodies and I was scared in my room afterwards. I see now that your 
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opinions were young. Perhaps that is the problem of opinion, which we are here to 
develop, deepen, perform. My thesis is a wide-eyed lego cathedral built to prove a 

point. All the parts that do not fit, inconsistencies, are chucked. That’s how we make 
patterns I think? 

 
 
 

 
Cathy says that she doesn’t know what to wear to the screening and Claire says 

she has a dress set aside and Cathy misunderstands, thinking that Claire is offering 
the dress to Cathy and it is a funny moment and Cathy feels shy but it’s endearing. 
And hearing this you realise that you will have to wear something to the screening. 

The goal is to cover up not only certain body parts but also the very fact of wanting to 
cover these parts because you are modern and confident and so on. Expose the decent 
bits and cover the bad ones. You see others dress this way looking comfortable as ever 

and you wonder if they are faking it too. The chosen dress, handed down from your 
cousin with rich parents, necessitates a thong which is okay until you arrive, when 

you find that you are too naked, because the breeze is blithely stroking your genitals. 
After the screening, all the while being thus stroked, you are eating a pastry and it is 
crumbling over your chest and with a mouth full of food you tell the boy that a 

clockwork orange is in fact an ugly and gratuitous film that the world does not need. 
Your unforgiving rashness causes a sad crack in his stainless face as you pick the 

decomposing pastry from your chest.    

 
His face is formidable and the crack has sealed shut and maybe also his eyes as he 
speaks and 
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                          my friend doesn’t believe in marxism but he likes the aesthetic you stop 
reading when you realise it is steeped in lacanian psychoanalysis the 

unconscious structured like a language no. those two are really codependent 
it’s embarrassing film is a proFoundly colonised medium 

  
a sonorous clarity flashes through your limbs as you realise that you do not exist right 
now so for fuck’s sake try harder to exist. 

 
 
 
Your Feedback is Greatly Appreciated 
Post-Academic Conference Questionnaire  
 
 
On a scale of 1-10, how would you rate the professionalism of our encounter? 1 is 
highly professional, 10 is grossly out of order  
 
Which of the following options do you feel best represents me? a) winter rain b) 
sleepless night c) bland sandwich d) blank space  
 
Rate my personality: 1 is desirable, 10 is not ok  
 
How did you feel after our encounter? Tick all that apply  

� tired  
� deflated  
� uninspired  
� nauseous  
� disillusioned  
� different  
� indifferent  
� diffident  
� apocalyptic  

 
How do we stand on value for money? Was that at least acceptable?  
 
How will you choose to distance yourself from me based on this encounter? Tick all 
that apply.  

� cold email  
� refusing to acknowledge my existence in emails to others  
� absolutely no emails  
� change of name  
� crossing the road when you see me  
� pretence of amnesia  
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� change of geographical location  
� elaborate disguise  

 
Do you think I should be more confrontational / less confrontational / stop 
speaking to people entirely?  
 
On a scale of 1-10, how much shame do you think I should feel, based on our 
encounter? 1 is without, 10 is full shame  
 
On the same scale, how much shame do you feel?  
 
 
 
 
Was your answer to the above a result of my actions?  
What do you think I should change? Tick all that apply  

� hair  
� clothes  
� taste in books  
� full personality  
� partial personality  
� capacity for self-indulgence  
� slight tendency to overreact  
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On Shyness 
for Hamja, my inspiring friend 
 
Within the traditional ecologies of the school, the office, or the party of course, to be 
labelled ‘shy’ works as an accusation. One is suddenly made to feel aware of oneself 
as a social problem, but also of being deficiently social, a human barrier to the 
incumbent potentiality of the social. What’s worse, this particular naming is bandied 
around with a cruel and rather jocular violence. [Inexplicably self-assured male 
secondary school teachers to me]: ‘you *are* a *very* shy little thing, aren’t you?'  
 
Extroverts have a privileged claim to visibility, dynamism and productivity within 
an academic context. Type ‘shy’ and ‘networking’ into Google search, you will be 
inundated with saccharine tips about how to get ahead in your academic career, by 
first learning to get over your extant personality: ‘Smile’, ‘Challenge yourself’, ‘Be 
that person’. Networking Tips for Shy People is a thriving sub-genre among articles 
about the value and role of Networking for Academic Progress. The shy individual 
is tasked to overcome herself, through the completion of series of extrovert-inducing 
self-betterment tasks, and only most pure-hearted among us can succeed. When 
thinking about the grammar of institutional ‘shy’ counsel, how it works, I think of 
that jauntily bleak expression: if you can't beat 'em, join 'em. Since you cannot contest 
the rules of the game, you might as well just get on board with it, find yourself 
among the many, in the place of greater cohesion and popularity.  
 
In Shy Radicals: the antisystemic politics of the militant introvert, Hamja Ahsan stages a 
refusal of this logic. What could it mean not to join ‘em? How might we resist the 
hegemony of the Extrovert World Order by becoming, not less shy, but radically 
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shy?  Hamja Ahsan’s surreal political treatise, which is structured as a collection of 
discrete documents, interviews and communiqués, imagines a political philosophy 
that foregrounds the rights and needs of shy people as an oppressed class. The 
militantly shy political faction of Shy Radicals is named Introfada. They are the 
revolutionaries who fight for Aspergistan, the utopic separatist nation-state, run 
according to Shyria Law. It’s a safe-haven for all introvert, shy, neuro-nontypical and 
autistic-spectrum peoples.  
 
In her parodic essay "The Right to Be Lonely", Denise Riley interrogates the 
imperative to be social and the grammar of belonging. She writes: ‘There is an 
emotional topography in that spatial conceptualisation of inclusion and exclusion 
itself; it is this linguistic emotionality which suffuses all political philosophies of who 
is in and who is left out’. For Shy Radicals, the rights and demands of shy people are 
already on the excluded outside of discourses of justice, freedom, liberty. Shy 
Radicals re-describes networks of political solidarity that transcend traditional 
identity categories of faith, race, nationality and geography. Ahsan traces an 
imagined alliance between, for example, depressed teenagers listening to Sensitive 
White Man indie music, scholars who want to use the library throughout the night, 
Niquabis who face discrimination from the French state, Otaku ‘geek’ subcultures in 
Japan who refuse to leave their apartments, and figures such as Malcolm X who 
endured incarceration for their political beliefs. In this way, the book traces new 
possibilities for an antisocial sociality, which stages a resistance to the linguistic 
emotionality that shades shyness with dysphoric affective force. Ahsan imagines a 
dynamic political alliance between those who don’t want to be noisy and those 
whose voices are erased and/or [inaudible]. 
 
In 24/7, Jonathan Crary notes that much contemporary political theory positions the 
subject's ‘exposure’ to that with is outside them, to otherness, as a fundamental and 
transhistorical feature of the individual. Key political ideas such as accountability, 
transparency, authenticity and vulnerability are predicated on this. ‘However', 
warns Crary, 'we are now at a historical moment when this bare condition of 
exposure has been unhinged from its relation to communal forms that at least 
tentatively offered safekeeping or care’. For Crary, glossing Hannah Arendt, the 
relentless compulsion towards a personal exposure that is indicative of late-
capitalism has converged with the erosion of the spaces of non-exposure, of privacy, 
shelter and recuperation. These spaces are temporal, behavioural and affective.  
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Shy Radicals imagines a people who have already mobilised against the violent 
erosion of their spaces of safety, quiet reflection, reverie, calm and thoughtfulness. 
Article 31 of the “Draft Constitution of The Shy People's Republic of Aspergistan” 
states, for example, that: 
 

The state shall safeguard and preserve all areas of solitary dwelling under 
public ownership from outside interference, e.g. caves, forests, mountains, 
rivers and woods. The state guarantees the right to clear and empty space in 
all spheres of life.  

 
Shy Radicals speaks with whispered but provocative urgency to our contemporary 
landscape of racialised state extremism. Extroversion is the banal violence of white 
liberal democracies who force us (often violently) to recognize their self-proclaimed 
benevolence. What’s more, Ahsan suggests, the introvert’s real power lies in her 
potential to refuse to assimilate to the demands of extrovert supremacy; to join what 
Ahsan calls the ‘imperial domination of globalized PR projectionism’. 
 
In the course of Ahsan’s book, the spatial architecture that effects the linguistic 
exclusion of the shy subject emerges as the darkened bedroom of the ‘unsociable’ 
teenager, the literal prison cell of the political prisoner and the metaphorical space of 
invisibility occupied by the oppressed. This is a space of trauma and oppression, as 
well as, for Ahsan, the site where new models of political organisation and solidarity 
must emerge. In his introduction, Ahsan states that, ‘This book is written on the back 
of a lifetime of resentment’. The truth is that some rooms are locked from within, 
and some from without. Of course, Shy Radicals is shot through with a wry 
ambivalence about the desirability of its own separatist utopia. Like Valerie 
Solanas's 1967 SCUM manifesto from which it draws inspiration, it is never clear 
where the joke ends or begins. Shy Radicals advises us to resist the extrovert-
hegemony altogether, to stay in bed, to stay sad, lonely: 'Draw the curtains… Don't 
“let go”’. To which PhD students can say, we’ve been in bed this whole time. 
Nonetheless, it is this slipperiness that makes the book both deeply moving and 
generative. 
 
Recently, after glossing Shy Radicals to an extroverted acquaintance, she told me that 
she is fed up with the trope of the moaning introvert. We have a hard time too, you 
know, she said. I stared at a point in the mid-distance past her shoulder and 
pretended to be profoundly, internally, otherwise-engaged. When I first read Shy 
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Radicals, it evoked in me a compassionate reprieve for my younger shy-child-self, in 
a way that helped me to reconfigure some of the bad feelings that had calcified there. 
I can remember, with visceral shame, a parent teacher meeting at my primary school 
where the teacher raised my shyness as an issue for general concern. To which my 
parents responded, too eagerly, that although I was not so good at being ‘social’, I 
made up for this deficit with academic perspicacity. I was 11. I stared at my Kickers. 
My parents even clarified that my younger sister, though not academically gifted, 
was much better at being ‘social’. This is, and was, an entirely unfair taxonomy, both 
for me and my sister, who internalised the information in equally hurtful, circuitous 
ways. However, the huge proliferation of websites aimed at shy academics who are 
failing at networking (extrowerking?) is a reminder that an imagined antagonism 
between the ‘good’ social and the ‘good’ student is probably common enough. As 
Ahsan claims, extrovert supremacy begins in school, where shy kids are routinely 
mocked and bullied by ‘popular’ kids for being quiet or bookish. This is perhaps 
part of the reason that academics feel the shifting values of an extrovert neo-
liberalised academic culture, exemplified by the relentless enterprise of networking, 
so keenly.  
 
During the last UCU strikes, the picket line provided an opportunity to meet and 
chat with members of my department that I had not otherwise, in the course of >2 
years, encountered. This reminded me how alienated we can be from one another, 
even when working in close physical proximity, in the ‘normal’ course of university 
life. Ahsan’s book prompts us to reconsider the loss of our own institutional spaces 
of non-exposure, shelter and recuperation. These losses are overwhelmingly 
temporal, as when the teaching workloads of younger academics literally 
overwhelm their capacity to do the other things that are necessary to secure a better 
job contract for the future. What’s more, affective resistance to Networking Culture 
is liable to signify as unproductivity, as personal deficit. The not-so-secret threat that 
underpins a state of perpetual enthusiasm is, of course, precarity itself.  
 
if you can't beat 'em, join 'em? 
 


